Abstract. Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of positive dimension d, let / be an m-primary ideal of R . In this paper we individuate some conditions on / that allow us to determine a lower bound for depth $Vj(R). It is proved that if / Ç / is a minimal reduction of / such that X (I2 n J/U) = 2 and I" n J = I"-lJ for all n > 3, then depth gr,(Ä) > d -2; let us remark that A denotes the length function.
It is well known that, in this setting, %r¡(R) is a noetherian ring of dimension d.
If (R, m) is a regular local ring of dimension d, then grm(i?) is a regular ring as well; a more difficult task is to obtain information about gr7(R) when R is not regular and / is any ideal. In particular trying to estimate depth gr7(.R) is a problem that has often been considered during the past years. Let us remark that, here and in what follows, by depth gr7(.R) we mean depth ( gr ¡(R))m , where M is the unique maximal homogeneous ideal of gr7(R). In 1978 Valabrega and Valla [VV] showed that if (R, m) is a ii-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring with infinite residue field and / an m-primary ideal of R, then depth gr7(R) = d if and only if there exists J a minimal reduction of / such that Ik n J = Ik~x J for all k > 2 . We can reformulate this result by saying that, under the same hypotheses, depth gr7(R) = d if and only if there exists J a minimal reduction of / such that Ylk>2^ (f^/J = 0> where A denotes the length function. Therefore one might hope that, even when it is different from zero, the value of Ylk>2k [jr^rj) will be related to the value of depth gr7(.R). Working in this direction we showed in a previous paper that if (R, m) is as above, / is an w-primary ideal, and / a minimal reduction of / such that Y,k>2^ \w¥j) = J > tnen depth gr7(i?) = d -1 (see Theorem 3.2 in [G] ). In the present paper we present a further result in the same line of thought. More precisely, let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d > 0 and with infinite residue field. Let / be an m-primary ideal of R and / a minimal reduction of / such that X ( '-fj-J = 2 and /» n / = I"~XJ for all n > 3. Then depth gr7(R) >d-2 (see Theorem 2.2).
In light of the above results, we conjecture that if (R, m) is a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension d > 0 and with infinite residue field, / is an m-primary ideal, and J a minimal reduction of / such that Ylk>2 ^ ( w¥j ) = t, then depth gr7(,R) >d-t.
It appears clear from several recent works that being able to estimate a lower bound for depth gXi(R) can be extremely fruitful. We refer to the results of Huckaba [Hu] , Trung [T] , Marley [M] , and Sally [S2, S3] , for the case depth gr7(.R) > d -1. When depth gr¡(R) > d -2 we would like to mention the recent results attained by Yinghwa Wu [W] . In her work depth gr7(i?) > d -2 is the key assumption that allows her to acquire information about the reduction number of an m-primary ideal in a Cohen-Macaulay local ring.
In the next section we briefly describe the background notions that are necessary in our work, we proceed to proving our main result, and we use it to give a different proof of a recent result due to Vasconcelos [Vas] .
Main result
The techniques we employ are based on the notion, initially introduced by Northcott and Rees [NR] , of reduction of an ideal. Let us recall here some definitions and facts concerning reductions. Given (R,m) a noetherian local ring and / a proper ideal of R, an ideal / ç / is a reduction of / if //" = In+X for some nonnegative integer n ; we say that J is a minimal reduction of / if it is minimal among the reductions of /. It follows immediately that if J is a reduction of /, then / and J have the same radical; in particular if / is m-primary and J is a reduction of /, J is m-primary as well. In [NR] it was proven that every ideal / contains a minimal reduction; furthermore, assuming \R/m\ = oo, any minimal base for a minimal reduction of / has cardinality equal to dim gr ¡(R)®R/m. Therefore, if / is an m-primary ideal of a noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, any minimal reduction of / is minimally generated by a system of parameters. If in addition we have a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, we obtain that the elements of a minimal base of any minimal reduction of / form a regular sequence. In what follows we will use repeatedly the above fact and all the proofs will be based on manipulations of regular sequences.
Besides we recall here a technical result that we proved in [G] , and that it will become useful later on (see Lemma 2.1 in [G] ).
Lemma. Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d > 0 with infinite residue field, I an m-primary ideal, and J a minimal reduction of I. Let {xx, ... , xd} be a minimal base for J such that for some index i, 1 < i <d, I" n(xx,... , Xj, ... , xd) C In~x J for every n, 1 < n < k, with k a positive integer. Then I" n (xi, ... , x¡, ... , xd) = I"~xixx, ... , x¡, ... , xd) for every n, 1 < n < k.
We proceed now to the proof of a lemma which actually represents the central part of our principal result. for some integer i , 1 < i < d .
Before starting with the actual proof of Lemma 2.1, we prove the following statement.
Claim. Under the same hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, assume that given any minimal base {xx, ... , xd} for J,
I2nJ
(_Iim_] = i \IJ + I2n(xx,... , x;-,... ,xd)J for all integers i, 1 < i < d. Let x be an element of J -mJ such that I2 n (x) ¿ Iix). Then, for each yeJ-(mJ + (x)), I2 n (y) = I(y). Proof of Claim. Let x be an element of J-mJ such that J2n(x) ^ Iix). This condition is equivalent to saying that I2 n (x) ç IJ . In fact, leX x2, ... ,xd be elements of / such that {x ,x2,... ,xd} forms a minimal base for J. If 72n (x) ç IJ = I(x, x2, ... , xd), then 72n(x) = I(x)+I(x2, ... , xd)n(x). Since {x, x2, ... , Xd} is a regular sequence in R, we have that I(x2,... , x¿)n(x) = (x2, ... , Xj)ix) and consequently we would obtain I2 n (x) = /(x). Therefore the assumption I2 n (x) ^ /(x) implies that A (7/7in(;c)) < A (jjj1) = 2-Indeed we are going to prove that X (/i7+7?nW) = 1. If X (¡j+ji'w) = 0, then I2r\J = IJ + I2n (x) and, given x2, ... , x¿ in / such that {x, x2, ... , xd} is a minimal base for /, we have that 72n(x2, ... , xf) Q I2r\J = IJ+I2nix). LeX a2x2 -I-(-adxd be an element of I2 n {x2, ... , xd), then one can write 02X2-1-\-ctdXd = i2x2-{-YidXd + rx where i¡ e I for all j = 2, ... , d and rx e I2 n (x). Since {x, x2, ... , x¿} is a regular sequence in R, we deduce that the coefficients a¡ are in / for all j = 2, ... , d and we conclude that I2 n (X2,... , Xd) = /(X2, ... , Xd). This contradicts the assumption I2 n J \ = l JJ + I2r\(x2,... , xd)
Therefore we obtain f-
LeX y e J -(mJ + (x)) and let x^, ... , x¿ be elements in / such that {x, v, X3, ... , Xd} constitutes a minimal base for J . ç IJ+I2n(x) and we can derive from it that I2f\(y) = I(y) + (I(x^, ... , x¿) + 72n(x))n(>>). Let ay be an element of (7(x3, ... , xd) +12nix)) f\iy), we can write ay = /3X3 -l-h idXd + rx with ij el for all 7 = 3,... , d and rx e I2 n (x). Since {x ,y, x-i, ... , x¿} is a regular sequence, a e (x, X3, ... , xd) and (7(x3, ... , xd) + I2 n (x)) n (y) = (x, x3, ... , xd)(y). In conclusion we obtain I2 n (y) = I(y). G Proof of Lemma 2.1. We will proceed by induction on d and by contradiction. We begin with induction on d.
Case d = 3. Suppose, by contradiction, that given any minimal base {x», x2, x3} for /,
The claim previously proved asserts that either I2 n (x) = I(x) for each x in J -mj, or if there exists an x e J -mJ with I2 n (x) ^ /(x), then 72 n (y) = I(y) for each y e J -(mJ + (x)). Even if such an element x exists we can always choose {xx, x2, X3} a minimal base for J such that also {x, x,, Xj} is a minimal base for J for all i and 1, 1 < i ^ j < 3. In particular, I2 n (x,) = 7(x,-) for all /', 1 < / < 3. By assumption It is not difficult to derive that the coefficient ax does not belong to the ideal / since I2 n (x2) = I(x2) while axxx + a2x2 £ IJ. Similarly one obtains that a2, bx, b2, c2, Ci £ I. Thus I2 n (X2, X3) + IJ is neither con-tained in I2 n (x<, x2) + IJ nor in I2 n (xi, X3) + //. For example, suppose 72D(x2, xA) + IJ ç 72n(xi, x2)+IJ. Then C2X2 + C3X3 would be an element of I2 n (xi, X2) + // and we would be able to write C2X2 + C3X3 = /3X3 + rxxx+ r2x2 with ¿3 € / and rxxx + r2x2 e I2. Since {xx, x2, X3} is a regular sequence, we would obtain c-$ e I, the situation that we just ruled out. By assumption, X( *»"/ \I2f)(xx,x2) + IJ thus we can write I2f)J = I2n(xx, x2) + IJ + ico) with co £ I2C\(xx, x2) + IJ and mco Ç I2 n (x-, X2) + //. Because of what we have just said, we can take co = c2x2 + C3X3. In this way it is possible to write the expression I2 n J = IJ +12 n (xi, X2) +12 n (x2, X3) = IJ + (axxx + a2x2, c2x2 + C3X3). Consider now the set {X3, xx + X2, X3 + X2} . It is a minimal base for J , and Xi + x2 and x3 + X2 are both in J -(mJ + (x)) since {x, Xi, X2} and {x, X2, X3} are both minimal bases for J . By repeating all the considerations made above, we conclude that
with a(xx+x2) + ßx3, a'(xi+X2)-l-^'(x3-r-X2) $ IJ while m(a(xx+x2) + ßx3) and m(a'(xi+X2)-r-^'(x3-l-X2)) are both contained in IJ . As before we have a, ß , a', ß' £ /. Since I2 n J = IJ + (axxx + a2x2, c2x2 + C3X3) too, we can write a(xx + x2) + ß x} = 6x(axxx + a2x2) + 82(c2x2 + C3-X3), a'(xi + x2) + ß'(Xi + x2) = 6\(axxx + a2x2) + 6'2(c2x2 + c3x3), where we are taking congruences modulo IJ. Looking at the first congruence and knowing that { x>, X2, x3} is a regular sequence in R, we immediately get the relations a-6xax el, a-6xa2-82c2 e I, and ß-62c^e I and we obtain 0x(ax -a2) -82c2 e I. Repeating the same procedure for the second congruence we find relations analogous to those we found before, namely a' -Q\ax e I, a'+ß'-9'ia2-0'2c2 el, and ß'-e'2c3el. In this way d[(ax -a2) + 6'2(c3-c2) e I. Gathering all the information, we obtain that 0x(ax -a2) -62c2 e I and d'x(ax -a2) -d'2(c-¡ -c2) e I. A simple computation allow us to conclude that the element (626[ -6x8'2)c2 + 6x6'2c-} is in the ideal /. From this we can now deduce that the element 826\ -6X62 belongs to the maximal ideal m . If 026[ -6X6'2 were a unit u, we would have uc2 + vc-¡ e I, with v = 6X6'2. Therefore, c2 = i -u~xvc3 with /' e I and C2X2 + C3X3 = (i -«_1î;c3)x2 + C3X3 = 1x2 + C3(X3 -w-1t-X2). Since C2X2 + C3X3 and 1x2 are both in I2 and Xi-u~xvx2 belongs to J-(mJ + (x)) because {x,x2,X3} is a minimal base for J, we obtain ct, (X3 -u~x v x2) e I2 n (X3 -u~x v x2) = I(x-¡ -m-1 v x2). In this way the coefficient C3 would be in / which contradicts our assumptions. Hence 029\ -6X6'2 belongs to m and this is a contradiction since the elements a(xx + x2) + ßxi and a'(xi + x2) + ß'(x} + x2) are linearly independent over the residue field R/m once we go mod IJ. In this way we proved that the statement is correct in dimension d = 3.
Case d > 3. Suppose the statement true for all rings satisfying our hypotheses and having dimension d', 3 < d' < d. We want to show that the statement is true for any ring, satisfying our hypotheses, with dimension d . Let us proceed, -'■ once again, by contradiction. We are supposing that . / I2 n / = 1 V// + /2n(xi,... ,ki,... ,xd), for any minimal base, {x\,... , xd } , for / and for any integer i, with 1 < i < d . Once again by the Claim proved at the beginning, either I2 n (x) = I(x) for each x in / -mJ or, if there exists an x e J -mJ with I2 n (x) ^ I(x), then I2 n iy) = Iiy) for each y e J -(mJ + (x)). Let us fix, now, a minimal base for J, J = (x\,... , xd). Without loss of generality we may assume that I2 n (x,) = 7(x,-) for all i, 1 < i < d. Since in particular we have I2 n (xd) = I(Xd), the quotient ring R = R/(xd) is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dimension d -1, 7 = 7/(x¿) is an m-primary ideal of R, and This is equivalent to saying that I2r\J = IJ+I2C\(xx, ... , xd-X) = I(xd) + I2r\ (xx,... , Xd-X) ■ Consequently we have /2n(x¿) ç 7(x¿)-l-/2n(xi,... , xd-X) from which one can easily deduce that I2 n (x¿) = 7(x¿) +12 n (xx, ... , x¿_< ) n ixd). Since {xx, ... , x</} is a regular sequence in R, (xx, ... , xd-X)r\(xd) = (xi,... , Xd-X)ixd) and we obtain I2 n (x¿) = 7(x¿). Since x¿ e I -I2, its leading form in gr7(i?) is the image of x¿ itself in I/I2 . We claim that, in the present situation, the leading form of x¿ is a regular element in gr7(.R). By the results of Valabrega and Valla [VV] we need to show that /" n (xd) = I"~x(Xd) for every n > 2. We already know that I2 D (x¿) = 7(x¿), and we have that /" n (x¿) ç In~x J for every n > 2. This will allow us to show what we want once we prove the next Claim .
Claim. Let iR,m) be a noetherian local ring. Let I and J be ideals of R such that J is minimally generated by regular sequence {xx,... , x¿}, J ç I, and we have the equalities I2 n J = IJ +12 n(xx,... , xd-X) and I" nJ = In~xJ for all « > 3. Then, given any positive integer n, I'ixx, ... , Xd-X)"~' n (x¿) ç J"_1(*rf) f°r al1 i witn 0<t<n-l. Remark. In the proof of this statement we will use a result due to Kaplansky [K] . Namely, let (i?, m) be a local ring and xx, ... , xs be elements constituting a regular sequence in R. Let H be an ideal generated by monomials in X2, ... , Xs. Then txx e H implies t e H.
Proof of Claim. We will proceed by induction on t. Let t < 1. Let rx¿ be an element of I'ixx, ... , Xd-X)n~', in particular rxd e (x-, ... , x¿_i)"~' and, using the above remark, we obtain r e (x»,... , Xd-X)n~' ■ Consequently rxd e ixx, ... , Xd-X)"~'iXd) which is a subset of I"~'ixd) with t an integer either equal to 0 or equal to 1. In either case we obtain what we want. Assume t > 2, and let rx¿ be an element of /'(xi, ... , Xd-X)n~' ; once again we can conclude that r e (xx, ... , Xd-X)n~'. Therefore we can write the expression, As {xi, ... , Xd} is a regular sequence in R, by equating coefficients in the previous expressions, we get rAx¿ -iA e (xx, ... , Xd-X) for every index A.
Let us distinguish two cases. If t = 2 we have iA e I2 n (xx, ... , xd) = IJ+I2il(xx, ... , Xd-X) = I(xd)+I2f)(xx, ... , Xd-X) for every A. This implies that the element rAxd belongs to /(x¿)-f-/2n(xi, ... , Xd-X)+(xx, ... , Xd-X) = I(*d)+(xi » • • • > xd-i). Once again because {xi,... , x¿} is a regular sequence in R, we get rA e I for all A. Hence, going back to the first expression we wrote for r, we find that r e I In~2 = In~x and rxd e I"~xixd) as wanted. If t > 3 we have i\ e I' C\(xx, ... , xd) = P~xJ for every A. In this way we obtain rxdeIl-xJixx,... ,xd-x)n-1 = I'-Xixx,... ,xd-X)n-t+x+It-\xd)(xx,... ,xd-x)n-'.
Thus we have I'(xx, ... , xd-X)n~' n (xd) ç I'~x(xx,... , xd-X)n~'+i n (xd) + I"~x(Xd). By applying the inductive hypothesis we get V-\xx,... ,xd-x)n-t+in(xd)çi»-x(xd).
This proves that I'(xx, ... , Xd-X)n~'r\(Xd) Q I"~x(xd) and concludes the proof of the claim.
We will use the previous claim to prove that /" n (xd) = I"'l(Xd) for each n > 3. Since /" n (xd) Q In~xJ, we get /" n (xd) = I"~](xd) + I"~x(xx, ... , Xd-X ) n (Xd). By using the Claim in the case t = n -1 we have I"~x(xx, ... , xd-X) n (xd) ç I"-X(xd). Hence we attain precisely /" n (xd) = J"~l(xd) f°r each n > 3. If we denote with the symbol xd the leading form of xd in gr7(.R), now we know that x*d is a regular element. Therefore, passing to the quotient ring R/(xd) = R, we have the isomorphism gr7(.R) = gr7(R)/x*|gr7(R). Now (R, m) is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d -1 > 0 and with infinite residue field. 7 is an m-primary ideal of R and J is a minimal reduction of 7. Since /" n (xd) = I"~x(xd) for all n>2, for all n > 3. Therefore all our hypotheses are satisfied by the ring R and, by induction, we conclude that depth gr7
As ^ is a regular element, depth gr7(R) > d -2 .
Case 2. Let us assume i2nJ \IJ + = 2.
72n (xi,... ,x¿_,; This implies that the module '-fy-is isomorphic to the module _/2n; IJ + i2n(xx,... ,xd_x)'
Thus we can deduce that I2 n (x<, ... , xd_x) ç IJ and consequently /" n (xi, ... , x¿_! ) ç I"~XJ for every n > 2. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 in [G] , which we mentioned at the beginning, /"n(xi,... ,xrf_,) = /"-'(xi,... ,xd-x) for every n > 2. Hence, we actually obtain that depth gr7(JR) > d -1 in this case. D Remark. It is possible to remove the assumption \R/m\ = oo by using the faithfully flat extension from R to R(X) = R[X]mR [X] . In fact, we can prove that if (R, m) is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d > 0, I an m-primary ideal of R , and J a reduction of I minimally generated by d elements such that X {f^fr) = 2 and 7" n J = /""'"/ for ^ n ^ 3 >then dePth gv,(R)>d-2.
It is now possible to use Theorem 2.2 and the result obtained in a previous work that was mentioned in the Introduction (see Theorem 3.2 in [G] ) to give a different proof of the following result due to Vasconcelos [Vas] . Proof. Let us start by proving the case described in (a). Since j^rj is a submodule of j-frrj for all n > 2, the hypotheses imply that X ( Lff-J < 1 and Inr\J = I"-xJ for all n > 3. Consequently, either InnJ = I"-xJ for all n > 2 or X (¿jO = 1 and /" n 7 = In~xJ for all n > 3. In the first case one has depth gr7(i?) = d by the results in [VV] , in the second case we can use Theorem 3.2 in [G] and we obtain depth gr7(i?) = d -1 ; in either case depth gr7(R) > d -1. In case (b) we proceed very much in the same way. Once again the hypotheses imply that X (jrr) <2 and I"nJ = I"-xJ for all n > 3. If X (íjjí) < 1 » we can repeat the proof given in (a). If X \^fj\ = 2 , we can use Theorem 2.2 and we obtain depth gr7(i?) > d -2 ; in all the cases depth gr7(.R) > <i -2. D
